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Setting the record straight on 
Islam through awareness week 
by MELISSA SHELTON 
Contributing writer 
They are called terrorists by many and 
are accused of treating their women as sec-
ond-class class citizens by others. 
These are just a few of the 
misconseptions that members of the Muslim 
Student Association are hoping to eradicate 
by presenting Islam Awareness Week which 
will be taking place Nov. 13-17. 
"It's a national effort," said Tasneem 
Qadri, President of the Muslim Student Asso-
ciation. "College campuses all throughout 
North America, as in U.S. and Can.ada, are 
coordinatingit.It'sbasicallytopromoteaware-
ness about Islam and clear up misconcep-
tions." 
Qadri also said that many think all 
Muslims are Arabs. 
groupslikeislamicJihadandSaddamHussein 
use Islam and are not true Muslims. "The 
word Islam," Alha said, "means peace." 
To increase the public awareness on 
Islam, different activities have been planned 
for each day of the week. 
"We'regoingtohaveawomen'spaneJ, 
because that is one of the major misconcep-
tions," Qadri stated. 
The panel. will include a professional 
woman, a student and her views and a woman 
who converted to Islam. The latter will speak 
on how and why she converted. Other activi-
ties will include a dinner, two lectures by 
directors of local mosques and an Islamic Fair 
on the green at UCF. 
· Qadri went on to say she hoped the 
week would help people understand more 
about Islam. 
Academic advising - more 
important now than ever 
by MICHELLE MARTINEZ 
Staff writer 
Students have always been urged to 
obtain academic advising, but now that 
they ~ould be required to pay fees for ex-
cess hours du~ to the implementation of 
Senate Bill 2330, academic advising will. 
be even more important. 
The · reduction of program hours to 
120 credit hours to comply with Senate Bill 
2330 may move stuaents to change catalog 
years to the 1996-1997 catalog. However, 
this change could result in students' accu-
mulation of excess hours. 
"It depends on how far along [their 
college career] they've come," said Judy 
Boyte, director of OASIS. "They really 
need to look at all aspects of it." 
Even though the number of credit 
hours for a program might have been re-
duced, some Classes that a student already 
took may not apply to the new catalog. 
Courses that do not apply would be put into 
the excess hours category. 
A catalog change in the College of 
Arts and Sciences requires that . a student 
seek academ"ic advising and obtain a signa-
ture of approval from an adviser. 
Boyte said that academic advising 
prevents students from taking courses they 
.don't need, allows them to plan ahead and 
~ understand what the classes of their major 
are. 
"It is essential to get academic ad-
vising," Boyte said. "It doesn't have to be 
a one hour process, irshould be consis-
tent.'.' 
Peer advisers tend to be more suc-
cessful in giving academic advice because 
students relate to th.ei[ peers, Boyte said. 
"Peer advisers . are arr excellent 
source. of information," said Tina Smilie, 
staff director for the College ofEducation. 
"They can sit down just as well as we can 
and set you on the right course.'' 
Staff directors of the college advise 
students over the phone and by E-mail if 
the student cannot see them in person. 
"We try to make it as easy as pos-
sible," said Helen Stewart, staff adviser 
for the College of Education. 
Students often seek- advising just 
before registrati<;m which can create last 
minute problems ifthere are tests the stu-
dent should have taken earlier in the se-
mester, said Stewart. 
"We would like to see students be-
fore registration for their best interest," 
Stewart said. 
Apart from advising, participating 
in programs such as Service Learning can 
prevent excess hours. The three-hour 
course allows students to · get experience 
see ADVISING, page 3 
I 
"There's a lot of them that are African-
American and Caucasian," said Qadri. "It's 
really diverse." 
"Terrorism is the biggest miscon~p­
tion," said Motashim Al ha, a student at UCF. 
He referred to the Oklahoma bombing and 
stated, "The first thing they did was jump on 
Islamics for it and start blaming Islam." 
"I want others to· realize that we' re 
nothing [bad]. We have a really bad image," 
E:.7d~E;~~f~~~~~~u~~~~~: .·  i I 
~e,l~g:1f~2~::~l~I~'.:::~: -
He comriie_nted further sa~i_ng terrorist 
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5l Priceless Yift ------t 
Make a unique and personal contribution to another family's 
happiness: 
Healthy women between ages 21 and 33 
are needed to donate eggs for infertile couples. 
Compensation provided. All donors are anonymous. 
Call Mary or Michelle at 896-7575 
for information. 
Internet Access Special 
for students, faculty, staff, 
alumni, and their families 
$12.00 for 50 hours/mo. 
$14.95 for 100 hours/mo. 
28.8Kbps V.34 dial-up to the World Wide Web 
• FREE Software • FREE Hot List • FREE first time on-line access assistance 
Call GDI Today at 841-3690 or 1-800-9292-GDI 
Comfortable ... Convenient. .. 
THAT'S 
ALAFAYA TRAIL 
APARTMENTS· 
2501 ALAFAYA TRAIL ORLANDO, FL 32826 
COME SEE OUR 
2 Bedr~om, 1 Bath Apartments with: 
FREE water, sewer, & Pest Control 
GE appliances 
Mini-blinds 
Carpeting 
Swimming pool 
Entertainment deck 
2 lighted tennis courts 
Basketball court 
Lighted, sand~pit volleyball court 
UCF i!i'"h.IdeII.~ -W-eieome 
I 
Open Monday Thru Friday 9-5pm 
Sat. 10-4pm Sun. l 2-4pm 
(407) 275-8950 
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MIKE NEMETH faculty than any other college in the PublicAffairshired21 facultymem-
Contributing writer · nation right now," boasted bers this fall, including a new chair 
-------~--- Whitehouse. for the nursing school and an ad-
To keep pace with its swell-
ing student body, UCF hired more 
than 100 faculty members this fall 
and plans to hire 75 more next year, 
according to Provost Gary 
Whitehouse. 
UCF employed one profes-
S<?r for every 17 .2 students this fall, 
up from last fall's figure of one 
professor for every 18 students. 
Whitehouse said UCF hired 
mostly assistant professors, but that 
a few are senior instructors. He also 
said of the five colleges, the college 
of Arts and Sciences and Heal th and 
Public Affairs have benefited most 
from the hiring. 
A 27 percent increase over 
the past two years in UCF's budget 
made the hiring possible, 
Whitehouse said. 
"UCF is probablyhiring more 
However, he said he expects viser. The college plans to hire 19 
the state to decrease UCF's budget new faculty members next year, said 
over the next few years, decreasing office manager Karen Cobbs. 
faculty hiring as well. He said this "We'retryingtokeepthebal-
should not be a problem, though, ance between professors and stu-
because growth of the student body dents," she said. "And we're filling 
should also slow. the classrooms with professors in-
Joanne Dolnack, from the ,__st_ea_d_o_f_a_dj_u_nc_ts_.'_' ____ _ 
College of Arts and Sciences, said Islam awareness week 
most of the more than 20 new pro-
fessors in her college were not hired to confront common 
for new positions but to fill vacan- • iptii 
cies left by professors' retirements mJSCOnce 'OllS 
and resignation. 
"We're playing catch-up," 
said. Dolnack. "Now we're about 
where we were four years ago." 
She said the college plans to 
hire several professors for new po-
sitions next fall but how many it 
hires will depend on the budget. 
The College of Health and 
from ISLAM, page 1 
a profit of God. Islam, like Juda-
ism and Christianity, worships the 
God with whom Abraham made 
the covenant. There are five basic 
pillars that Islamic people must 
follow. 
~-~~ .. r;:'~C·~l:-~unity ~io-Resources, Inc. 
~- /J Until Robots replace Humans 
?<tJ ... your plasma will always be needed 
~? -.-·-- -. DID YOU KNOW? 
•Make a declaration of faith. 
•Pray five times daily. 
•Donate a percentage of their 
annual income to charity. 
•Observe Ramadan by fast-
. ing one month out of every year. 
~Make one pilgrimage to 
Mecca during their life. 
If you would like more in-
formation about Islam Awareness 
Week call Tasneem Qadri at 629-
2326 or Ali Shahata at 365-3859. 
YOUR PLASMA SAVES LIVES·. 
THE PLASMA YOU DONATE HELPS: 
*Patients in shock 
*Bleeding Disorders 
*Provide intravenous 
fluid tor bums~. 
surgery, or 
treatment of illness 
*Protect against infection 
*Accident victims 
*Provide clotting factors 
for Hemophiliacs 
*New research on life 
threatening diseases 
"We will compensate you for your time when giving the. gift of life" 
YOU CAN EARN OVER $120 PER MONTH 
$25 UPON COMPLETION -OF FIRST DONATION 
Call for information and/or appointment 
11~.W. C~.urch St. (407) 841-2151 Orlando, FL 
. . . 
•Wide Area Coverage 
• Unlimited Calls 
·· Only $9.99/ Monthly 
Across from UCF! 
MAKE 
We've studied lots of research on career enhancement and 
job Si.Jccess. You might employ what we've uncovered. 
*-Under New Management* 
CAREER 
. 0 CARE ABOUT YOUR APPEARANCE 
When you interview - dress right, do the hair. And yeah, 
polish your shoes ... people notice. Nearly 80% of executives 
agree that shined shoes are very important to your success. 
@ CARE ABOUT WHAT'S HAPPENING 
Another way to get an edge on success is through 
volunteering. Over 70% of students in a recent survey said 
they had gained valuable ·life experience doing community 
service. (And employers like it on your resume.) 
@) SURF OUT TO THE KJWICARE NElWORK 
On the lnt.;rnet- at http://WWW.KIWICARE.com. For info on 
fashion, shoe care, interviewing skills, resume writing, vol-
unteer service and more. From Kiwi Brands - the shoe care 
people who care about all the stuff that makes success. 
NOW, KEEP STEPPIN' 
ST $ .. e..$. ....... J .. 
1 
t 
THE STUFFTHAT MAKES SUCCESS 
We offer beautiful 1 and 2 bedroom apartments 
from $375 (1 bedroom) to $425 (2 bedroom) 
•Closest Apartment Complex to UCF Campus 
·•Covered Parking 
• Laundry Facilities 
•Pool 
• Central Heat and Air Conditioning 
12017 Solon Drive 
Orlando, FL 32826 
( 407) 273-4097 
Pasture > 
l><Jf 
Office Hours (M-F)9-5pm (Sat.)12-4 
UCF 
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Students urged to seek academic advisement early in college career 11 :00 A.M. CATHOLIC CAMPUS MASS 
from ADVISING, page 1 
ir. the teaching field, thereby as-
sisting students in deciding 
whether they want to pursue teach-
ing. This could prevent students 
from gaining excess hours by 
> switching majors as upperclass-
men. 
Service Learning, offered by 
the College of Education, is open 
to all majors and classifications. 
Choosing a major early in 
the college career can also prevent 
students from accumulating ex-
cess hours. 
The Academic Exploration 
Program helps undeclared majors 
choose a field of study. Approxi-
mately 839 undeclared majors 
were automatically entered into 
AEP in Fall of I 995. 
The program puts on two 
series of four-week conferences 
in which advisers help students 
SUNDAY explore their mte1·ests and skills. 
Students can then narrow down 
their areas of interest for a major. 
puter labs if there is sufficient 
funding. 
"We really have made an 
effort this year to give attention to 
undecided majors," Ehasz-Sanz 
said. 
PHILLIPS HALL115 
281-4438 
. -
~ 
Other AEP programs avail-
able to aid students are the 
Monthly Major Plann~ng Seminar 
and the Alumni Academic Pro-
gram Network, which allows stu-
dents to interact with alumni to 
get an idea of the broad range of 
careers available to them. 
In addition to these pro-
grams, Academic Development 
and Retention will implement this 
January an academic advising and 
information service designed to 
help incoming freshmen. 
St. Josep/iS 
"It gets students to see that 
different majors really offer dif-
ferent career opportunities," said 
Maribeth Ehasz-Sanz, assistant 
The new service, which will 
be located in the old ASPECT 
trailer, will experiment with 
Catfio{tc Cliurcli -
dean academic development and evening. advising and advising 
retention. over the phone, by E-mail and 1.501 Alafaya Trail' 
AcademicDevelopmentand faxes. 
Retention is also working on a "The new program is to 
Computerized Academic Explo- make sure the student has a place 
ration system in which students where they will have questions 
will be able to explore different and concerns answered," Ehasz-
career opportunities using a com- Sanz said. "The key to our efforts 
puter. These computers may be is that we want to make early 
available for student use in com- . contact." 
Saturday Vigil Mass: 6 p.m. 
Sunday'Masses.: 
8 a.m., 10:30 p.m. & 12 p.m. 
A ComPttte Exaln -& XrayS ~ 
0110 (INITIAL) 0274 (4 BITEWINGS) 
,FOR $9! 
(A $65 value) 
Current UCF ID required 
Take advantage of excellent dental care at 
very comfortable prices. Just bring this 
certificate with you on your first visit. · 
See you then! Offer expires 12131195 
UCF TEAM D,ENTIST 
It is ou r office policy 1ha1 lhc palicnl and any 01her pcrs-0n responsible for paymcnl ha' !he righl 10 refuse 10 pay. cancel payment or be reimbur.;ed for paymcni for any 01hcr service. examinal ion. 
or 1rea1mcn1 which i' ocrformcd a.' a resuli of and wi1hin 72 hou" or resoondine 10 lhc advcnisemcm for !he rrcc. diseounlcd fee. or reduced fee service. examina1ion. or.lreaJmcnl. 
.. 'f 
. -
275'-0841 
, 
Welcome to East Orlando Dental. 
I'd like you to come in and get 
acquainted with your new dentist and 
save a few dollars . -
George Yarko, D.D.S. 
East Orlando 
DENTAL 
Certified: Implant Prosthetics; Member: 
American Dental Association. Academy of 
General Dentistry, Academy for Sports Dentistry, Florida 
Dental Association, Central District Dental Association, 
Greater Orlando Dental Society; Extensive experience and 
postgraduate training in TMJ 
11780 E. Colonial Drive 
At the corner of Hwy. 50 and Alafaya Dr. 
East Orlando · 
• I 1 
Tailga+e Par+y;-gJ1d Barbecue 
When: 
Where: 
Wha+: 
Prices: 
.. ~: .. : 
· November 18, 1995 
1 :30 p.m. to 3:45 p.m. 
Tinker Field 
Get ready for the game with radio 
personalities from MIX 105.1 FM and 
a great barbecue lunch. Come wearing 
black and gold clothing to support the 
UCF Golden Knights as they take on 
the University of Maine. 
Admission to Tinker Field is free. 
Prices for the barbecue are: $3 for kids, 
$5 for Alumni Association members 
and students, and $8 for all others. 
UiF 
ALUMNI 
Register to win: 
*a New 1996 Saturn 
(one year lease) 
*Free Semester Tuitions 
*Free Book Allowances 
*a Parent's Get-Away 
Weekend 
Note: Prizes to be given away that 
day at halftime of the UCF vs. 
Maine game. 
SJ\T~N~ 
I 
~ 
The Central Florida Future 
Gun control - what we're NOT 
willing to do for our children 
There is not doubt or argu-
ment to the fact that we live in a 
regulation-happy, lawsuit-crazed, 
warning label society. 
In the last I 0 years America 
has stampeded from the sentiment 
of "buyer beware" to "manufac-
turer be responsible." Anyone who 
has followed my articles has seen a 
long list of stupid warning labels, 
irresponsible reporting, and the de-
plorable hypocrisy of thinking. 
If it wasn't for an occasional 
ray of hope, I think I wo~ld become 
hopelessly embittered· by the con-
stant bombardment of the twisted 
thinking tha't permeates our society. 
We have passed volumes of 
legislation designed to protect our 
children: everything from child seat" 
Jaws to. redesigning lighters. Un-
pack almost any durable good item 
packed iri plastic, and you'll find on 
that plastic, in obvious lettering, 
· "This bag is not a toy." The way we 
protect our children has gone to the 
point of stupidity. I know that plas-
tic bag isn't a toy~ 
But when _it comes to gun 
control-well, that's quite a differ-
ent story, isn't it? At the mere men-
tion of gun control, hundreds of 
thousands.of NRA-type persons will 
be swanning to the defense of every 
citizen's right to keep and bear aims.· 
Every 30 minutes in the 
United States a child dies at the 
hands of a gun. If that were the case 
with any other product you can bet 
your bottom dollar that those same 
conservatives would be all over the 
manufacturers. The product would 
be outlawed in a heartbeat. · 
· But no, gun manufacturers 
are not held responsible for the 
deaths of these children. Don't get 
me wrong. I think the parents who 
allow their_ children to get hold of 
these weapons and accidently shoot 
themselves, a sibling or neighbor, 
should be held responsible for a 
criminal act. In fact, in Florida, this 
is supposed to be the case. 
But jailing or fining the griev-
,,, ,, 
ing parents won't bring back the 
dead children, nor prevent the deaths 
ofotherchildren. Changing gun Jaws 
will. Personally, an outright ban 
would be just fine with me. But I 
know that won't happen. 
But for the sake of our chil-
dren, the least we could cfo is em-
ploy the technology that is already 
available. Guns have been designed 
years ago which, using fingerprint 
recognition, will not discharge un-
less the registered owner is the per-
son holding the trigger. 
By what twisted logic this 
technology is not made a lawful 
requirement, I don't know. But it 
would Certainly render the standard 
excuse of "make guns illegal and 
only criminals will h~veguns" com-
pletely impotent. If this technology 
weremandated, then not only would 
children stop shooting chil&en, but 
stolen guns couldn'.t be immedi-
ately turned on the gun owner. 
So why hasn't that happened? 
Web Address: 
E-mail: 
http://www.gdi.net/cff/cff.html 
re@gdi.11et 
Opinion E-mail: Patfox @eWorld. com 
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WASHINGTON ~UN!OR HI.G H 
What can be done about violence in schools 
"Student at Tavares Middle 
School fatally shoots classmate at 
school." We all saw this headline in 
the local papers. How does it make 
you feel? What do you think about 
when you read-in the Orlartdo Sen-
tine! that dozens of horrified stu-
dents watched as an eighth-grader 
pulled a gun and shot to _death a 13-
year-oldclassmate?lthas happened. 
In the middle of a packed walkway 
at Tavares Middle School, 14-year-
old Keith Johnson pulled out a 9mm 
pistol and shot 13-year-old Joey 
Summeral.l . Johnson not only shot 
him once,.but as Summerall lay on 
the ground he walked up to him an~ 
shot him again. 
If y-0u don't know what it 
should feei like then ask the out-
raged parents who rushed to school 
io..,..pick·ug',their ch_ildren after the 
8:30 a.m: shooting. 
Strategies for keeping vio-
Jenee out of the schools have been 
focused on parents. It may be a fact 
that every child should have at least 
one supportive adult who will not 
give up on him. But the fact of the 
matter is the situation is much more 
complicated than the issue of paren-
tal support. There are three main 
strategies to keep ·violence out of 
schools and they include: having a 
coordinated violence-prevention 
plan that goes beyond metal detec-
tors, introducing conflict- resolu-
tion experiences for all children, 
identifying vulnerable children and 
having a wide range of services that 
are very inviting to the students. 
The first strategy for keeping 
violence out of schools is to have a 
coordinated violence-prevention 
plan that goes beyond metal detec-
tors. In cases like Joey Summerall, 
it is not only up Lo the parents. 
Rather, the school should let the 
world know that the possession of 
any type of weapon on school prop-
erty will be treated as a serious of-
fense and that the individual will be 
arrested and suspended from schoo I. 
~. n 
.• VF1"''-"' : ..
·-\·___; ~(~~ [/) 
I •. -~ 
·y' . ·< t "~( if ···· ' .ff.'!<! !~~'''&t ,~·,i'~ ;.~ Ron Hendershot PUBLIC OCCURANCES !tll $,Jrt I ~·: '=\: ,, \. . :nr·:f~! 
of conduct disorder. According to 
"Violence and the Public Schools," 
Another strategy concerning Hal Burbach from the Curry Schoo I 
controlling weapons is for a school of Education said that some of the 
administrator to check with custo- characteristics of serious or chronic 
dians and school bus drivers every juvenile offenders are having a de-
morning. They are the first line of linquency case before the age of 13 
defense because they are usually the years, low family income, poor 
first ones to learn about or see weap- school performance by the age of I 0 
ons. School officials should also years, the chi Id deemed troublesome 
pay close attention to any hiding by 'te~chers and peers at age 8- 10, , 
places in school property like trash ··: . psychomotorclumsiness, and/or low :~ 
non-verbal IQ. Having a sibling 
Approximately convicted of crime, a head injury or physical or sexual abuse are other 
one-third of all factors that make children vulner-
crimes have been able to violence. Stili another strategy is to 
attributed to have a wide range of services to keep violence out of schools. This 
children under the means that schools should have 
age of 18. activit1es for every age group, from preschool to high school. Parents, 
or if not a parent~ then a long-term 
bins or parking lots. Third, school mentor, could take more respon-
officials should keep the lines of sibility to help their children be-
communication open between stu- come better students and citizens. 
dents and faculty so that informa- We need to spot potential prob-
tion concerning a weapon could be Jems as well as establish a rapport 
shared. with students and then show them 
Another strategy for keeping that adults in the community c.are. · 
violence out of the school is intro- Widening the range of extracur-
ducing a conflict- resolution experi- ricular activities in schools will 
ence and to identify the vulnerable. help create schools that are more 
"Antisocial Behavior in School: inviting to students. 
Strategies and Best Practices" by Criminologists expectjuve-
Walt, Colvin, and Rainsey define nile crime to rise by l 14 percent 
antisocial behavior as suggesting over the next decade. Approxi-
hostility to others, aggression, a mately, one-third of all crimes 
willingness to commit rule infrac- have been attributed to children 
tion, eagerness to commit rule in- under the age of 18, and 22 per-
fractions, defiance to adult author- cent of the students in 'this nation 
ity and violation of social norms in carry weapons to school. It is time 
society. The first step in identifying for everyone to put an end to vio-
those vulnerable to committing vio- Jenee in schools and tragedies like 
Jenee is the diagnostic classification the Joey Summerall murder. 
• 
• 
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Defending conServatism from liberal attacks 
O In response to Dan 
Griffin, the Liberal 
Media, Joseph fires 
away at liberals. 
Maybe I should have let Dan 
Griffin get in his Left jabs and let it. 
11go, butthere are matters of fact in his 
October 26 column that must be 
addressed. Dan, I apologize for of-
endi ng your Tiberal sensibilities 
(readers, please pardon that contra-
diction in terms), but I will not re-
Jract one single statement I made in 
my pointed rebuttal to you. 
Let's run through the accusa-
tion thing again: Conservative Chris-
tians "spread hate in t.1'1e name of 
God," and are "hate-mongering 
hypocrites," etc. Oh, dear me - did 
1 take those the wrong way, Dan? 
Am I incapable of "understanding 
the meaning or context in which 
• ·words are used?" 
So I have a "one-dimensional 
understand ing," huh? Dan, the 
;things you wrote are one-dimen-
sion(\l, I have a three-dimensional 
comprehension level, but I do not 
oeed it (or 20/20 vision, thank you) 
· \o understand your "point." For ex-
amples of true selective perception, 
I only need to read the Orlando 
1-veekly, the Washington Post and 
The New Republic. All of them mis-
represent conservatism. We can take 
t, though. We wear liberal attacks 
on us like badges of honor. 
"Conservative Christians" is 
·~ 
·:·:·. 
You knew that I was going to 
call you on this: 'There is no unde-
an inclusive term that refers toe.very clared war against Christianity.' 
one of us, Dan. In your lexi"con, Please,Dan,leavethejokestoDavid 
there is simply no distinction be- Swartz. ThereISawaragainstChris-
tween good Christians and bad tianity,andyourcontemporariesare 
Christians. I had a problem with waging it. A fifth-grader was ·told 
your lack of specificity. Let readers that he could not bring his Bible to 
· know that you detest bad apples, not school because it was an "illegal 
the entire orchard. book." The ACLU filed suits in 
If you think ----------- IdahoandFlorida 
I am being hyper-
sensitive, al1owrne 
to take a statement 
of yours: · "Pat 
Buchannon is typi-
cal of conservative 
Christians every-
where - racist, 
hateful and proud 
of it." 
The modem civil 
rights and 
to ban graduation 
prayers- includ-
ing those led by 
students. If I in-
cluded more 
atrocities, this col-
umn would look 
like a dissertation. 
women's 
movements have 
become patently 
Marxist as of late. Regarding your defense of 
liberalism: Yes, 
liberals spearheaded the civil rights 
movement 30 years ago. The push 
for women's rights is another lib-
eral triumph. I recognize those ac.,. 
compli$~Iilents, but I am also aware 
of what liberalism has become since 
then. 
Now watch ------------
as I change the name and the charac-
teristics. "Carl Rowan is typical of 
liberals everywhere - hypocriti-
cal, race-fixated and proud of it." 
Well, Dan, now do you see my 
point? I noticed what you wrote in 
your October .19 column about that. 
idiot who is "an embarrassment to 
decent Christians and good Ameri-
cans everywhere." l ·also saw your 
November9 column. Good. You do . 
get my drift. 
The m<?dern civil rights and 
women's movements have become 
patently Marxist as oflate. The first · 
snubs blacks who criticize welfare, 
and the second alienates women 
. ··, 
who choose to be homemakers. 
Forces of the left have infiltrated our 
schools, as I stated earlier, so I con-
sider it ironic that you wrote, "The 
real threat to families is people who 
try to make a parent's choices for 
them." That's the pot calling the 
kettle black. 
Imustinsertacommentabout 
welfare. Keeping people dependent 
on Uncle Sugar with money confis-
cated from people. working to stay 
pff welfare is not what I call "car-
ing." It is fostering unhealthy de-
pendency. On this issue and others, 
Dan, you are not arguing with me; 
you are arguing with reality. 
I agree with your assertion 
that freedom of religion also means 
freedom from religion. Absolutely. 
However, I hope that you face the 
reality" that oppression is oppres-
sion, whether it is practiced by 
pseudo-Christians or anti-Christian 
leftists. Both have blood on their 
hands. 
By the way, I have heard of 
Promise Keepers, and they are Chris-
tian men pledging to be better hus-
. bands to their wives. Yeah, Dan, 
how dare they use their religion and 
God-given free will to devote them-
selves to their spouses'! How dare 
they treat women· the . way . they 
should be treated - with love and~ 
respect! ·Gosh, what wicked, sexist 
monsters they are! 
By the way, a woman presi-
dent sounds good to me, too, as long 
as she is a conservative. 
Dear Editor, 
In response to Dan G1iffin's 
WUCF - listener-free radio: 
Even though Dan and his friends 
don't like WUCF's new format, he 
should not conclude that WUCF has 
no listeners. I listen to WUCF often 
and appreciate the jazz and blues they 
play. 
No, I don't live in a retirement 
home (I'm twenty-something). I like 
a variety of rtmsic and tune-in to sta-
tions up and down .the dial. WUCF is 
the only station I've found that plays 
non-rock blues, and they' have the best 
variety of jazz. 
So, I say "thanks" to WUCF. 
And Dan, don't try to speak for every-
one. You're bound to get it wrong. 
Athena Holcomb 
Editor's Note: 
Has one of my writers ticked 
you off? Do you feel that their impas-
sioned columns are absolutely off-
base? Then let me know. 
The Central Florida Future 
welcomes all letters to the editor -
whether you are in complete agree-
ment, or absolute disagreement, write 
a letter, or better yet, write a guest 
. column. You'll feel great. 
1he embargo against Cuba 
-
sho.-ld· ~ come to an end? 
The other day while I was 
smoking my big fat Cuban cigar, I 
£;oncluded that the U.S. e~bargo . 
against Cuba is one of the most 
unfair international policies of the 
fast 50 years. This economic war,. 
normally called embargo, 1s. one of 
the most interesting phenomena in 
international politics, since it com-
~rises the oppression of innocent 
people by the first power" of the 
world. The amazing strength of the 
~uban pe6ple and the perseverance 
of the U.S. in establishing democ-
racy poses many questions and 
giakes many to wonder, especially 
when such cruel and ineffective tech-
niques are becoming the norm. 
It was after the Cuban missile 
crisis that the U.S. decided to im-
pose the embargo on Cuba. Back 
then, everyone cheered at such tai-
nted move, ·but 35 years later that 
same idea is being repudiated in the 
highest levels in the international 
-..ommL•nity. Now more than ever, 
Fidel Castro is being invited to all 
kinds of ceremonies as a recogni-
Sion to the right of the Cuban people 
(and everyone else) for self-deter-
mination. The Cuban embargo is 
beginning to be seen as a bilateral 
problem, .. to be solved by a dialog 
between the two nations. 
The Latin American summit 
rn Argentina, the Hispanic Ameri-
can summit in Colombia, and the 
United Nations condemnation for 
Mie fourth consecutive year are just 
a few of the situations where the 
international community has de-
people are paying the cost. 
There are a couple of things 
that may sound dictator-like in the 
nounced the US embargo. The U.S. Cuban regime, but I believe they are 
foreign policy threatens the free- present in almost every government 
dom of other countries to decide in the world. The one party system 
whether or not they engage in busi- established in Cuba is more com-
ness with Cuba when it imposes plex than anyone may expect. The 
sanctions on third parties. This is a intention is to give unity to the gov-
m~thod of in- ------------· ernment, which, 
Japan and its in emergencies 
like an economic has everyone • R • 
timidation that 
worried because corruption, uss1a war, is essentially 
it is contrary ~o and its imperialism, needed t~ control 
the democratic • economic poli-
principlesoffree Israel with the human cies. . 
trade. Therefore, rights violation _ . Our_system 
everyone is con- · 1s faulty, since no 
demoing it. they are all faulty . one ever loses or 
When we and their problems winsafteranelec-
have been doing tion. The interest 
somethingfor35 are recognized groupsarealways 
years and we see everywhere, but deciding our fu-
that it is not turebasedontheir 
working; the best 
solution is to stop 
dqing it. It 
amazes me that 
they are not victims needs . For ex-
ample, the major-
ity of us favor gun 
control, but we 
of any embargo 
whatsoever. 
our government 
continues with this obsolete prac-
tice. It is a waste of time to continue 
with the embargo when we know, 
not only that the Cuban government 
will remain stable until the death of 
Castro, but also because innocent 
have failed in re-
stricting guns. But the failures of 
our system are probably a good sub-
ject for another essay, for this situa-
tion they serve only as an example. 
We were also able to use Japan and 
its corruption problem, Russia and 
its imperialism, and Israel with the 
human rights violation .. They are all 
faulty and their problems are recog-
nized everywhere in the globe, but 
they are notvktims of any embargo 
whatsoever. ' 
The embargo's psychology 
affects me the most. I don't under-
stand why everyone else has to suf-
fer but Castro. Is this suppose to 
encourage everyone to jump to 
Florida and be imprisoned for a 
while and then be sent back to Cuba 
after spending millions of tax-payer 
dollars? Why is the Cuban com-
munity in the U.S. prohibited to 
visit their relatives µnder normal 
circumstances? It seems that we 
are imposing more restrictions 
than Castro himself on the Cu-
bans. How long will this go on? 
Until Fidel dies? 
/ . Domeneci ·· and a group of 
strong senators seem to think differ-
en ti y. They propose stronger mea-
sures that includes the prohibition 
of sending medicines to the Island. 
President Clinton approved 
of changes in the policy of social 
re_lations with Cuba, a11owing 
more cultural exchange. For cul-
tural reasom;, Clinton understands 
sending more reporters, allowing 
Western Union to send money and 
AT&T to connect your friends 
and family circles. For the Cu-
bans, cultural aspects are far from 
their necessities, since there is no 
mention of any technological help 
in the cultural fields needed. Un-
fortunately, that is the way the big 
has remained strong: exchanging 
crap for gold while holding the 
gun! 
O David Swartz, A Little Twist, . with a bag 
of laughs about compute~s. 
O Another letter from Mr. Maxwell. 
o Guest columnist, Jeff Hogan, 
responds to Darren Crovitz. 
The Central Florida Future welcomes your letter~ and 
articles. Submissions may be broughtto ouroffices on disk, Faxed 
to823-9495,orE-mailedtotheeditoratpatfox@eWorld.com.Or, 
if you prefer, PatFox0590@aol.com. 
... 
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Club Info 
UCF Newman Club Catholic 
Campus Ministry Mass Sunday 
11 am PH 115 Club Night Thurs. 
7:30 pm For more info: 281-
4438 
Associates: Earn $700 to $2100 
your/ I st week increase 
expotentially from there. PT/FT. 
Have been booking travel for 
several fortune 500 companies: 
VALET PARKING POSI-
TIONS & SlJRFACE LOT 
HP48GX graphics cakulator with 
PC linl-. $175 Te:. 6588925 
ATTENDANTS must have clean ~-----------1 
driving record & personal 
appearance a plus. Must be 2 J or 
Pitbull pup<; 4 sale UBrirndle 3 
Brown 200ea Call Mark 28 -'2 '157 
Phy ic . Trig. Algebra, Fortran. Cl I 
C++. Ba ic. Window applicJ 
l'On::-. Spamsh, Geometr) For 
appts Pro · ivera 671-4tP3 
~----------4 
Gay, Lesbian, Bisexual student 
Union meets Tues. 9 PM, social 
Works Trailer room 101. 
Everyone is welcome. 
Info: 657-0614 
Ford, GM, Chrysler, and Coca-
Cola. This is the most rock solid 
· opportunity you're going to find. 
Ford Motor Fin 1-800-631-9436 
Cruise Ships Hiring - Earn up to 
$2.000+/month. World travel. 
Seasonal & full-time positions. No 
exp necessary. For info. call 1- . 
206-634-0468 ext. C54 I 82 
older Call 222-947~ or 895-8393. 1-------------
Babysitter needed, mature, 
dependable, references. Nights. 
Call Shen-y 365-9319 
Why ren Own it 
1 mi. from UCF-New 2br/2ba. 
from low 60's. Low down low 
pmt. Special parent/student 
programs! Hunters Reseve 977-
900" 
Baily's spec a1 limited program f , 
tudents a d esidents. Call Waite ·· 
297-8400 
$1000 
FUNDRAISER I Campus Action for Animals 
meeting. Mon, Nov. 20 I :30-2:30 
p.m. Rm 211 in S.C. Bring a 
vegetarian dish 
Ladies 14KT ring. yellow gold, 
white gold trim, round diamond, 
.37 carat, high rated color & 
clarity, $650, 1/2 ofretail! Call 
281-7025 
t=raternit1es ""'ororit1es & Student I 
Organizat10 s You've seen 
credit card fundraisers before 
but you've never seen the Visa 
fundraiser that pays $5.00 per 
Roommates 
UCF area, roommate wanted, 
available now! 2br/2ba, screen 
porch, washer/dryer. $257/mvnth + 
utilities Call 380-0417 
Roommate Wanted: Female, 
smoking. All amenities, Sunkey 
Apt $320/month plus 1/2 utilities. 
Needed mid-December or January. · 
Travel Abroad And Work -
Make up to $25-45/hr. teaching 
basic conversational-English in 
Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea. No 
teaching background or Asian 
languages required. For informa~ 
tion call: (206) 631-1146 ext. 
J54182 
~· 
Attention All Students! Over $6 
Billion in private sector grants & 
Powerbook 145 laptop , IBM 
compatible, Brand new $900.00 
904-326-9178 (R.J.) 
Wo~· CD tower holds 80 CD's 
asking $25 Call Tyson 671-0019 
scholarships are now available. All 1------------
students are eligible. Let us help. 
For more info call: l-800-263-6495 
ext. F54181 
Oak Entertainment center w/glass 
doors paid $300 asking $150 obo 
Call 381-1440 
'87 Voyager Mmi-Van, "Jew 
Tran ·mission and FM/AM. 4-
Spkrs, Top Carrier very clean. 20 
mpg. $3200 obo Jack 332-8631 
86 Honda Nlghthawk motorcycle 
6600 m~les Like new w/bcll ff 
helmet $975 Cal! 678- 1181 
Services 
KCO Inc. Typing/$ l .50/678-6735 
application. 
Call Donna at 
1-800-932- 528 ext. 65. Qualified 
callers receive a FREE camera. 
Fu 1draiser's 
Call Meredith at 679-3837. t------------;--------------1~-------------l 
Have fun earnmg $500+ m one 
week! Srndent organizations 
needed for marketing project. on 
UCF Must be motivated & 
organized. Call Gina 800 592 2 121 
ext. I 98 
Help Wanted 
Earn cash stuffing envelopes. Send 
SASE to PO Box 774, Olathe, KS 
66051 
BANQUET SERVERS 
Needed immediately in UCF area 
part time shifts available. From 
I Oam-2pm or 4prn-9pm. Call 
today for an interview. Toptalent 
( 407) 839-6222 
COMPUTER! Packard Bell 
486sx has everything a student 
needs! 4meg ram, 14,400 data/fax 
modem, great printer, 3.5 and 5. 
25 drives, svga monitor, much 
more! $900 obo.Call·682-5286 
' .... 
.. · .. 
Home Pre-SchooVDay care 
20 years experience 
UCF area 678-0965 
Tutors 
The New ECON Pet Ctr. 
15226 E. Colonial Dr. 
Phone 568-5172 
Variety of Pets & Supplies 
10% Discount with Ad. 
Mademoiselle· ~ . Fall is here and so is the Life-0-Matic Tour. Come outside and join us for tWo days during the biggest 
event of the semester. Where else can you: Pick up 
tons of Mademoiselle & Details giv~aways, Race your 
friends in the Dodge Remote Control 500, Visit the 
Diet Coke Music Tour, Make yourself at home in the 
Pier One. "Ultimate Dormroom", Roll for prizes in the 
Discover® Card Dice Game, Kick back and relax at 
Details 
1rier1 impmir lta1~ ~ 
. for a change · · ... · ·· ·• The New Dodge DllC9VER''' FIUAU\lil..l .:;:,~ - !•: ~;.l\D 
the General Foods International Coffee House, 
... and have a great time doing it? 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
- Monday & Tuesday 
11111: November IO & 11 
Student Center Green 
l9~cAB::::I ~ .lNIVERSrrYOFCENTRALFLORIDA CAllPllS ACTMTJlS llGuD . 
GENERAl Foods __......_ • A rPORmO INTERNATiONAl CoffEEs·--,,..- Sprint. FIRSTUS . ) .11 
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OOLLEGE PERSONAL 
!995:"Stew" was projected to be 
counted on heavily at the 
beginning of the season. His 
play, at left tackle, has been 
more than any coach could ask 
for. As a part of the starting 
offensive line , he is credited 
with helping tailback Marquette 
Smith gain 1,000 plus yards and 
the Golden Knights' average 
374 yards or total offense this 
season. 
1994: Saw plenty of action in a . 
reserve role, helping the offense 
pile up the ninth-best average in_ 
I-AA at 445 yards per contest. 
1993: Kevin saw his first action 
for the Golden Knights after 
red-shirting in 1992. He was 
part of an- offense that compiled 
424 yards of total offense. 
STEWART 
WGHSCJHOOL · 
Graduated from Edgewater 
High School in 1992, where he . 
lettered in football , wrestling <,ind 
track. He earned all-county1 aIIMarea 
and all-state honors as a senior. 
"Stew" was also a big contributor to 
teammate Gerod Davis ' school 
rushing record of 1853 rushing. 
Major. Liberal Studies 
D.O.B: January 4,1974 
Favorite NFL team: Cowboys 
Personal Highlight: "Starting 
every game this year was a 
personal highlight for me." 
Team Highlight: "The first touch-
down drive against FSU was the 
most exciting thing I've ever been a 
part of in my· football career." 
lnsiLie "Stew's" Mind: "As an 
offensive lineman, I'm used to not 
getting much credit. But, blocking for 
a guy like Marquette Smith makes 
you feel good. He congratulates you 
for your effo11. He's a real humble 
back. Sarne with Gerod [Davis]. 
He's good at getting everyone going. 
It's just fun blocking for them 
because they really do appreciate the 
hard work the offensive line puts in." 
Home of 
The Gene McDowell Show 
every Thursday Noon - 1:00 at 
. TJ 
.- ··~--·-----· ............ --~ 
; Bpp-!ebee's 
·-···· --- . ... - • 
UCF coach G.ene McDowell breaks 
d th, I d' I . .... o w·n .. ' : .. .:e. x· · s< a.n ::" _:: O· --- s. 
' 
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Q & A with Maine Black Bears' coach, Jack Cosgrove 
. -
by TIM SPRINGER 
Staff writer 
The University of Maine has · 
had its share of disappointments 
this season. A record of three wins 
and seven losses is currently where 
the Black Bears stand. Losing two 
home games on the final play oflhe 
game, against James Madison and 
the University of Connecticut, has 
kept the Black Bears from being in 
a Golden Knight situation, where a 
win Saturday equals a winning sea- . 
son. 
Head coach Jack Cosgrove, 
in his third season as Papa Bear, has 
been a part of the Maine football 
coaching staff for nine years. With a 
career record of nine wins and 23 
losses, his head-coaching career has 
been a struggle. 
A win Saturday by the Black 
Bears raises Cosgrove's career win 
total to I 0. A win Saturday by the 
Golden Knights gives Gene 
McDowell a decade of winning foot-
ball .. Who gets the dime? 
We had an opportunity to 
speak with Coach Cosgrove about 
Black Bear football, and this is what 
he had to say: 
Central Florida Future: A 3-
7 record must be disappointing for 
you and your football team. How 
would you evaluate your season? 
Jack Cosgrove: Well, look·~ · 
ing back on it, we've had a disap-
pointing se~son I think, and what 
may be more disappointing is that 
we'velostfourgames by three points 
or less, two of them on the last play 
of the game. That has really hurt us. 
We had the chance to, perhaps, have 
four more wins on our agenda. But, 
those are things that happen. We've 
also won one late, an overtime game. 
So, ·1 guess we've had one go our 
way. Couple of tough losses ... but 
that's a result of us being a young 
1995 UCF Football Schedule 
Opponent 
Aug. 31 
Sept. 9 
Sept. 23 
Sept. 30 
Oct. 7 
Oct.14 
Oct. 21 
Oct. 28 
Nov.4 
Nov.11 
Nov.18 
40-32 over EKU 
35-21 over C-N 
46-14 loss to FSU 
49-7 loss to McNeese 
41-14 over Samford 
7-6 loss to Liberty 
45-14 loss to Hawaii 
34-14 over NLU 
38-7 over BCC 
28-17 loss to Troy . 
Maine 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
• 
• Updated Depth Chart 
• 
• 
• 
• OFFENSE 
• 
•WR Reginald Doster Eric Leister 
• 
•WR Eddie Keyes ·Mark Nonsant 
• 
• TE Scott Braun Joey Hubbard 
• 
•TB Marquette Smith MikeGrant 
• 
• FB 
• 
Gerod Davis Donald Huzzie 
• QB Daunte Culpepper Kevin Reid 
• 
RT Cornell Green Matt Wittman 
RG Chris Tabscott GregHarper 
c Alex Galvez Steve Wagner 
LG Ryan Gillis 
LT Kevin Stewart Marcus Jenkins 
DEFENSE 
CB Allen Powell Louis Lubin 
CB Darryl Latimore Willie Washington 
SS Donnell Washington Adrian Ellis 
FS Kenton Rickerson Deon Porter 
LB Nakia Reddick Mark Williams 
LB Kendrick Thomas Shane Moore 
LB John Bryant. Matt Gulla 
DE Jameil Mc Whorter Anthony Cooks 
DT Robert Braucht,. Jerod Durant 
• 
DT Tarvares Tate Corries Hardy 
DE EmilEkiyor Jermaine Benoit 
.SPECIALISTS 
p Charlie Pierce 
K Charlie Pierce 
KR Johnie Presley/Mike Grant 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
• 
team~ We're young in ·some critical two tough losses. CFF: What do you remem-
ber most about your playing days at 
Maine? 
areas. CF F: How did you feel about 
CFF: Being outscored 82-0 going in as a homecoming oppo-
in a two-game road trip, at New - nent? 
Hampshire(21-0)andDelaware(61- JC: Oh, we always do. 
0), your team bounced back to win • (Chuckling) Everybody puts us their 
an overtime game the following homecomingopponent. We're used 
week. What does that say about to that. Everybody seems to target 
your squad? Maine, becauseforyearswe'vebeen 
JC: I can remember a guy that's 
with the UCF staff, (Offensive Coor-
dinator) Mike Kruczek, thatcame here 
and coached me a few times while he 
was playing with the Pittsburgh 
Steelers. I had a chance to have him 
throw me a few tips. I'll always re-
member that. It was kind of a thrill, as 
a college kid, to have a pro player 
there. Especially one that was playing 
for a Super Bowl champion. 
JC:WegotmassacredatDela- theprogramintheleaguethatdoesn't 
ware. We walked into a situation have as much as everybody else. 
there. A 24,000 people homecom- Compared to our home field, you've 
ing crowd had them going, and we gotbetterhighschoolstadiumsdown 
didn't react well. We played very there in your state. 
poorly, turned the ball over...did .------------------------. 
everything we could do get our-
selves into that situation. But, I was 
pleased the way we bounced back 
against UMass. We resurfaced as a 
team and played a tough opponent. 
We ended up tying it late and got the 
overtime win. To me, that shows 
that Delaware was a bad day as 
opposed to a bad sign of our team 
getting down and discouraged after 
. Time 
7 p.m. 
lp.m. 
7p.m. 
Sp.m. 
1 p.m. 
lp.m. 
la.m. · 
8p.m. 
4p.m. 
4p.m. 
4p.m . 
RADIO. 
Through the eyes of coach 
~Alan Gooch~ 
•What players helped the most 
with last week's injuries? 
Gooch: Mike Huff moved 
from wide receiver to tailback and 
helped relieve Marquette Smith. 
Alex Galvez continues to have con-
sistent games at center in place of 
Chris Wrenn . 
receiving record held by Perry 
Balasis. Additionally, Gerod has 
caught every catchable ball thrown 
his way this season. MarguetteSmith 
needs only three yards to break 
WillieEnglish'ssingle-seasonrush-
ing record of 1,338. 
•Ta,lk about any newcomers •Whatwerelastweek's_prac-
and how they helped the team. rices like going into the Troy State 
Gooch: Stewar_t Stipe made game? Were the pla~·ers aggres-
big plays to move the offense. Eric sive? 
Leister and Gerod Davis replaced Gooch: We felt like we had a 
injured Mike Grant· and Johnie strong week of practice. We · fo-
Presley on our kickoff return team. cused on the task at hand. lt -.caITied 
•Talk about any records that over through tJile first half of the 
could be broken in UCF 's upcom- game. However, a garrie is' 60 full 
ing game against Maine. · ~ min1::1tes, and when you are playing 
Gooch: Gerod Davis has 32 an undefeated team that is ranked 
catches for the year and needs only third i"n the country, you must be 
one to tie the all-time running back able to finish the game. 
Hear all the games live on our flagship station 540 The 'I1erun, 
with select games on 740 WWNZ and WHOO 990. Join Marc Daniels 
and ~onner NFL star ·Gaiy Parris for every play, with sideline reports 
by Jerry O'Neil. Thursdays at noon, it's "UCF On The Line" with 
Gene McDowell and Marc Daniels on 540 The Team. 
photo/HUNT 
Senior fullback Gerod 'Davis, who has 32 receptions this. season, is one 
catch shy of becoming UCF's all-time leading receiver out of the backfield. 
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Golden Knights need victory for 
10th straight winning season 
by JUSTIN DELIAS 
Assistant sports editor 
In the showbiz world, method actors 
often ask. "What' s my motivation?" when 
playing a role. Faced with the meaningless 
final game of the season against the Maine 
Black Bears (3-7), the University of Central 
Florida (5-S)footballplayers, are asking them-
selves the sam~ question. The loss last week 
to Troy State in the infamous ·'game of two 
halves" effectively crushed whatever glim-
mer of post-season hope there might have 
been. The Golden Knights must somehow get 
geared up to play a game with no implica-
tions .. 
"I hope that we can get pumped up," 
head coach Gene McDowell said. "For our 
seniors, t~is will be the last time they will play 
at ·ucF. Plus, having a shot at a winning 
record should be good motivation." 
UCF has a shot at its I 0th consecutiv~ 
winning record, but finishing 6-5 is not enough 
for UCF fans. The jeers really poured in after 
the Troy State game. CoachMcDowel I shoul-
dered the blame for UCF' s ineptness 'in some 
of its games, especia11y the Liberty game, but 
he feels most people do not have all of the 
facts. 
"The people doing the talking don't 
know the reasons we're not better than we 
are," McDowell said as he explained the 
recruiting budgets of UCF compared to the 
other schools. He also talked about the prac-
tices of some of the schools acceming players 
that were suspended or kicked off Division IA 
teams. 
"Most coaches don't have the thick 
skin and mental to-ughness to go through 1 I 
years of coaching with the short end of the 
stick," he continued. 
Despite what fans may say, players feel 
that McDowell has done a good job all the 
way around this season. 
''This is the first time since I've been at 
UCF that I felt good about the coaching staff 
on the defensive side of the ball," senior 
comerback Allen Powell said. ''That shows 
me that he wants to win ... He's probably the 
best coach I've ever had." 
Handicapped or not, the show must go 
on. In ordertofinishoneup in the win column, 
a win against Maine is imperative but maybe 
not as easy as it sounds. Although Maine has 
lost seven games, three of those loss~s came 
on the final play of the game. 
The Black Bears average 322 yards of 
offense a game but struggle with their passing 
attack. Maine's defense has been susceptible 
to the run, which is beneficial to UCF running 
back Marquette Smith who needs three yards 
to set a new single-season rushing record at 
UCF and 164 yards to reach his rushing goal 
of 1500 yards on the season. For all of his 
success, Smith continues to credit his offen-
sive line and the blocking of his fullback 
Gerod Davis, who can set a new record of his 
own with two more receptions on Saturday. 
UCF will go into the game with some 
significant injuries again this week. Line-
backer Nakia Reddick and defensive back 
Deon Porter are questionable. Anthony Cooks 
and Matt Gulla are out. Running back Mike 
Grant is probable, along with Johnie Presley. 
Receiver Eddie Keyes is still questionable. 
The game will be at the Florida Citrus Bowl at 
4p.m. 
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·Border Cantina Mexican Restaurant 
4250 ALAFAYA TRAIL 
(ONE BLOCK NORTH IN PUBLIX CENTER) 
.Best .Mexican Food in Central Florida 
-----DAILY SPECIALS-----
<$1.00 ICBIOUSE DRAA & $2.00 .MARGARITAS> 
take 
(ALL DAY EVERYDAY) 
CARRY OUT AVAILABLE 
359-1333 
More students talce Kaplan's courses every 
year than any other test prep company's. 
Call us today to find out why. 
1-800-KAP-TEST 
KAPLAN 
.__ ____ T_h_e_~~swer to t~~-test question_. · 
. NEW SUNDASH WOLF SYSTEMS 
Grand Opening Special 
$10 off Full Set of Nails 
$39.95 1 month unlimited tanniilg 
1 free tan with full set of nails 
r 1011 LOCKWOOD BLVD. OVIEDO 
' 365-9755 
Ala a a & Af cCu[foucfi 'R.patf 
. · U:ll!v.ersi(y::Fto.f al. .'-&-··'.GJf t.~~Slioppe~~.: .. ·~ -· 
• . . • •. ' . - • • ; ; ~ \ . ·• ... - • . . • .• r• ·. _: • . '. ·, . . . 
YOUR ONE-STOP SHOPPE 
FOR ALL YOUR FLORAL NEEDS 
j
. UNIVERSITY PALMS SHOPPING CENTER 
4250 ALAFAYA TR. OVIEDO~ FL 32765 
(Next to Border Cantina) 
. 366-1177 
We wire 
Flowers, Balloons & Gift Baskets 
Anywhere! 
IN ADDITION TO BEAUTIFUL 
FRESH FLOWERS WE ALSO HAVE 
• SILKS • .BALLOONS. • GIFTS 
• DISH GARDENS • GIFT BASKETS 
• FLOOR PLANTS 
.uet~--stl!d~nts ,' 
$°s?Jt/'/Jlh 
. - . . 
.... . .. 
with coupon .: _ ·
World Wide Delivery · 
Prompt Delivery Service 
Free Bri~al Consultations 
r-FREE-1 
: Buy 1 Cut Flower : ~ 
Get 1 Free + = 
I Of .equal or Lesser Value I 
l with coupon. Expires 11/15 I • , 
L _E~u.£!.n&B~s- _J Beat the Mid-Week Blues 
by CINDY ELA VSKY 
Staff writer Reed needs to plan well in advance 
before committing himself to a play. 
One of the first things I ·notice Doingaplayistimeconsumingenough 
aboutJoe Reed as he bends down to inandofitself,butMr.Reedisalsothe 
offerhishandtomeishisheight.Heis director of Columbia College's Or-
tall, but not imposing. And when he lando campus_ "The only time I can 
speaks, his voice is very articulate, his work in privacy to learn my lines is in 
words are well-chosen. His refined the car," he confesses. 
and elegant demeanor is enough to Even though he has had small 
hold· your attention, even if he were parts in the feature films Splash Toof 
reading from a phone book. and D.A.R. Y.L, the majority of his 
JoeReedisoneofthetwoguest film work has been in industrial and 
actors for Theatre UCF's production instructional films for schools and 
of I'm Not Rappaport, a comedy corporations. Reed has also been in 
about two cranky octagenarians who many television commercials as well 
meet daily in New York's Central as print ads. 
Park. Reed portrays the character of ThethingReedlikesrnostabout 
Midge, one of the eighty-somethings. theater is the excitement. As he puts it, 
Reed says he has always been an ''It's happening right there in front of 
observerofpeople,especiallytheolder · you. And. every audience that shows 
folks, and he knows "they have a lot up ... wantstheirownshow. They don't 
more to offer than just old war stories. care how well you may have done · 
You can learn a lot from the older yesterday,'' So far, Joe's experience 
generation. As Richard Pryor said, with TheatreUCF has been very posi-
'Peopledo notgetold by beingfools. "' tive. He is truly impressed with the 
Born in Asbeiy Park, New Jer- talent and caliber of professionalism 
sey, Reed attended colleges in Penn- the. students possess. Tony Major, the 
sylvania and Missouri . He also found director of Rappapolt, "is just phe-
time to squeeze in enlisting in the nomenaL He has taught me many 
Anny and becoming a pilot, as well as things." 
earning the rank of Lieutenant Colo- As with many professions, Joe 
nel. Although his interest in film act- Reed's following advice rings espe-
ing developed about 12 years ago, he . cially true for actors. It takes hard 
didn't get his start in theater until four work, focus, discipline and thick skin. 
years ago when he appeared in Civic ''If you're going to plan on being in 
Theatre's Fences. This ignited his pas- acting, you have got to plan on devot-
sion for the theater, and now he says, ''I ing the time to it." 
want to qo as many plays as I can I'm Not Rappaport opens to-
possibly do without killing myself.'' . night at7:30 p.m. at the UCFTheatre_ 
Because of his busy schedule, . Call 823-1500 for more info. 
It Ain't AII 
Black & 
White 
by MIKE WHITE 
Music editor 
Did you see Nine Inch 
Nails Sunday? If so you were 
one of the 1600 lucky fans 
that gobbled up all the tick-
ets within hours after they 
went pn sale_ If you blinked 
you probably missed the 
show, sinceitcameanwent 
so fast. I missed it but I hear 
Helmet tore the place up. 
And The Edge didn't over-
sell the show, so those who 
did see it weren't packed in 
like : sardines . Oh well, 
maype next time. 
I interviewed the sur-
viving members For Squir-
rels earlier this week. They 
are handling themselves fine 
in .the wake of losing two 
m~mbers in a car accident 
about two months ago. The 
band will contine to tour in 
January with Travis taking 
over lead vocal duties . Their 
CD, Example, is really fine, 
tragedy or no tra~edy. I' II 
just listen to the music and 
think of what could of been_ 
Tltebtd 
(., 
• 
Journey with me into the mind of a film maniac. A filmboy 
*** Goldeneye (R) 
Never has there been an action-hero quite like James Bond. 
Whether it was Connery or Moore, 007 was cool and he was the man. 
Pierce Brosnan plays the secret agent in Goldeneye, and with its classic 
Ian Fleming appeal, Mr. Remington Steele should be seeing more of Q 
and M in the future. _ 
With the latest gadgets and a sporty new BMW roadster to trot 
along in, Bond takes aim, once again, at the Soviets. A spicy and 
involving little plot accompanies Goldeneye's delicate action sequences 
and is savored by its romantic inteiludes. 
Plenty of chases, including Bond 
rambling through a building with his 
Perrier-filled tank, and mouths full of 
bullets and explosions keep your eye 
glued to this much-awaited and fun-
filled Bond adventure (# 17). 
And, of course,plenty-o' -women. 
IzabellaScorupco, as Brosnan's luscious_ 
squeeze, is equally luringandshecarries 
her own gun as well-and flies hel icop-
ters. FamkeJanssen provides one hell of 
a simulated sex work-out for Bond. She lzabella in Go/deneye 
plays his favorite fem-assassin . Even 
Moneypenny gets a little action. 
Goldeneye pulls all the stops, leaving you gasping for more. A 
yummy and exciting addition to the already prestigious-clan of Bond 
films. -Give Pierce a Martini. 
-Space is the final frontier, and it's limited. Real Quick. I 
happened to catch The American President and I must; surprisingly say, 
it was worth it-Delightfully entertaining. 
Nov 17-22: The American President, Casino, Goldeneye, Money 
Train, Nick~of Time, It Takes Two, Toy Story 
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TO COINCIDE WITH THE RELEASE OF THIS BLOCKBUSTER HOLIDAY FILM, WALT DISNEY 
PICTURES AND THE U.C.F. STUDENT GOVERNMENT ASSO~IATION ARE PROUD TO ANNOUNCE 
STUDENTS ARE ASKED TO BRING AN UNWRAPPED GIFT FOR A NEEDY CHILO. 
WHILE THERE, REGISTER TO WIN PASSES TO WALT DISNEY WORLD, 
OFFICIAL MOVIE POSTERS AND OTHER GREAT PRIZES! 
MUSIC Will. BE PROVIDED BY WHITE 
ROSE PRODUCTIONS 
~,~IJt--the.mtcies.in DJT-4ilimation.r.ootest 
and .. v.o.te Jru- -y.our .f.avcr,Jte 
.,$ee .. f.ralerilies .&.sorol:ihes ~ .Gff.-in 
-:WIN. ,J.~OSE. ,QR ._CWJ .JJRA\V" 
SPONSORED IN PART BY 
Walt Disney 
World 
- - - - - - - -
UCF 
SGA 
JUNGLE 
JIM'S 
-------
kinko~· TOYS FOR TOTS 
WHITE ROSE 
Producuo ... 
(407)~ 
Dtn.110.rtl 
DISCJOCDY 
ENTERTAINMENT 
PROOUCTIONS 
- ... - - - - -
El. , . ,'c Circus 
Arcade and family fun center 
Check out our new artivat: 
~ 
• The Ultimate Mortal Kombat 3 
Also Featuring: 
• Killer Instinct 
• Cruisin' 
• Daytona USA 
Located at University Shoppes 
t 2239 University Blvd., Orlando 
Sunday - Wednesday t 2:00 - 10:00 
Thursday t 2:00 - t t :00 Friday t 2:00 - t 2:00 
Saturday 1 t :00 - 1 2:00 
PRIVATE PARTIES&. GIFT CERTIFICATES AVAILABLE 
r----~-.---- ----7----, I 
I 
I 
I 
-'I' I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
Get $1 in tokens 
for only $5 
Expires 11/30/95 
I Buy $1 in tokens 
_ I 2et $1 in tokens FREE 
I I Limit I per customer per day. 
L Expires I 1 /30/95 
----------
SUNDAY . 
Get $4 in tokens 
for only $2 
Limit I per customer per day. 
Expires 11/30/95 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
E > , : 
rlFsoAY NIGHT : 
6PM • 10PM 
Get $5 in tokens for : 
o_nlY $3 1 
Expires 11/30/95 .J 
--------- . 
. .ft 
(j 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Somebody needs to fix the petition in the AFC Central and Chicago 27 Detroit 16. 16. 
guru cuz he's malfunctioning. A havehungaroundfortherestofthe 
disappointing 6-7 record for week race.Jeff"Shakin"Blakehasworked GREEN BAY PACKERS 
11 has me scrounging to make it to miracles before, so a trip to the @ BALTIMORE BROWNS in 
BUFFALO BILLS @NEW 
YORKJETS Billsfavoredby-10 . 
.500. playoffs and a share of the division 
Jead is never out of the· question, 
A Cleveland Browns win on especially with a big win against 
Monday night would grant that, but 
the game was not completed as of 
press time. Regardless, I'll keep my 
head up - still undisputed at num-
ber one in 0-town-for now. 
My record sits at 90-58 as I 
venture into week 12. 
SEATTLE SEAHA WKS 
@ WASIDNGTON REDSKINS 
Redskins favored by 2. 
Joey Galloway is for real. A 
certain rookie of the year candidate, 
he'sstating hiscasefortheaward by 
tearing up the league the last couple 
of weeks. Dennis Erickson has the 
Seahawks contending to get out of 
the AFC West cellar. The Skins lost 
Galloway's rookie receiving rival 
Michael West brook for the season, 
and that's not all they'll lose. Se-
attle 34 Washington 28. 
JACKSONVILLE JAG-
UARS @ TAMPA BAY BUC-
CANEERS Bucs favored by 8. 
As the Bucs' playoff hopes 
dim with every Joss, Sam Wyche's 
job security diminishes. The Jags 
show up on the schedule as a te<:tm 
Tampa should take out, but it won't 
be as easy as expected. Jacksonville 
is still taking those baby steps on the 
way to NFL success, however, it 's 
normal behavior to fall when you're· 
learning to crawl. Tampa Bay 21 
Jacksonville 17. 
INDIANAPOLIS COL TS 
@NEW ENGLAND PATRIOTS 
Patriots favored by 5. 
Th~ P~ts woke up to bite Mi-
ami last week as Drew Bledsoe 
spoiled Dan Marino's party. Rookie 
of the year front runner Curtis Mar-
tin has pieced together back to back 
I 00 yard games and has been the 
key player in New England's resur-
division leading Pittsburgh. Cin-
cinnati 27 Pittsburgh 21. 
ST. LOUIS RAMS@ 
ATLANTA FALCONS 
Falcons favored by 3. 
On a Thursday night in 
week seven, these two met 
under the same circumstances 
that they'll meet under this 
Sunday. A three-way tie atop 
the NFC West -makes this 
game a make it/break it situa-
tion, with the winner taking 
charge in the divisi~n and the 
loser falling behind. Atlanta 
lost the first meeting, but they 
won't lose this one. Atlanta 
28 St. Louis 12. 
ARIZONA CARDINALS 
@ CAROLINA PANTHERS 
Cardinals favored-by 3. 
The dark reality for Arizona 
is that their expansion opponents 
have won m_ore games than they 
have. The Panthers come off their 
first loss in five games and continue 
building for the future with promis-
ing rookie QB Kerry Collins, who 
will have his troubles against the 
disappointing Cards. Arizona. 20 
Carolina 10. 
NEW YORK GIANTS @ 
PHILADELPHIA EAGLES 
Eagles favored by 7. 
Who would've thought that a 
season that started in such disarray 
for Philly would tum into a prosper-
ous one. Rodney Peete has adapted 
beautifully to Ray Rhodes' system 
in just their first year together. The 
same can 't be said for Giants QB 
Dave Brown and coach Dan Reeves, 
who have been together for three 
years. Philadelphia 23 New York 
14. 
gence. A win againsttheColts would DETROIT LIONS@ CID-
tie both teams for third in the AFC CAGO BEARS Beai::s favored by 
East. New England 34 India- · 5. 
napolis 30. Let the Norris race begin. The 
competition in the division has tight-
ened to the point that the first and 
last place teams are only two games 
apart. Ironically, those are the two 
teams at the top and bottom. Wayne 
Fontes' job hinges on Detroit mak-
ing the playoffs. This_ won't help. 
PITTSBURGH 
STEELERS @ CINCINNATI 
BENGALS Pick 'em game . 
The Bengals, soon to be 
Ohio's lone football team, have 
taken advantage of the lack of com-
URLANDU UUTDUllR$ 
The Family 
Camping 
Store 
•', Discount 
w/ this ad! 
381~7977 
Supplies 
For The 
Adventurous 
Explorer 
Mon-Sat 
9am - 7pm 
6525 East Colonial Dr. •Orlando, R. 32807 
SHOES SHIRTS & SHORTS SPORTING GOODS 
GOLDENROD GROVES SHOPPING CENTER 
(CORNER OF ALOMA & HOWELL BRANCH) 
$5.00 OFF 
YOUR PURCHASE OF 
$25.00 OR MORE 
(EXPIRES 11130195) 
Shoes for: jogging.soccer.basketball. tennis.etc. 
Cleveland. Browns by 2. 
Well, well, wel1. This is where 
the ill-effects of moving a team in 
the midd1eof the season take its toll. 
What a tangled web we weave when 
The Buffalo Bills get to pad 
their lead in the AFC East as they 
take on the worst team in football, 
the hopeless New York Jets. Buf-
falo has found the fountain of youth 
by taking previously r~tired 
ball players a la Bill Brooks 
and recycling them. Whatever 
formu1a they choose to use 
sure is working, and playing 
the Jets adds just the right 
touch. Buffalo34 New York 
17. 
DALLAS .COW -
BOYS @ OAKLAND 
RAIDERS Cowboys fa-
vored by 1. 
After a humiliating 
blowoutlosstoSanFrancisco, 
andafterrunningtheirmouths 
all week about how badly they 
were going to whip the Niners, 
we practice to move teams. It's go- they get to go to the Left Coast to 
ing to be interesting to see the Cleve- battle the red hot Raiders. Barry 
land fans' reaction to this football Switzer, one of America's horrible 
game and their football team. It coaches, took the blame for the loss 
won't matter who cheers and for · to theNiners. Troy Aikman may not 
whomifBrettFavregoesoff. Green play in this one, and he'll be happy 
Bay 30 Baltimore/Cleveland 20. he! didn't. Oakland 20 Dallas 17. 
SAN DIEGO CHARG~RS 
@ DENVER BRONCOS Bron-
cos favored by z. 
Where are the defending AFC 
champs now? As it stands now they 
sit tied for last in the AFC West. 
What a shame. Natrone is still out 
which Means that the Chargers run~ 
If 'Ne, 
*erent 
NEW ORLEANS SAINTS 
@MINNESOTA VIKINGS .Vi-
kings favored by 6. 
The Saints seem to have 
turned things around as of late and 
are playing spoiler to squads with 
playoff opportunities. The Vikes are 
certainly_ one of those teams whose 
different, 
A Plank Road Origlflal. Milwaukee, Wl 
playoff chances the Saints would 
love to spoil. QB Warren Moon and 
Minnesota seem to be playing down 
to their competition. A good old-
fashioned whipping should remedy 
that problem. Minnesota 31 New 
Orleans 13. 
HOUSTON/NASHVILLE 
OILERS @ KANSAS CITY 
CHIEFS, Chiefs by 12. 
The Oilers are still deciding 
where they are going to move, but 
talk of the move has not affected 
their ]eve] of play. They have sucked 
all together. Luckily for them they 
get the Sunday night prime time slot 
and a national vi~wing audience to 
exhibit their lack of ability against 
the top team in the NFL. Houston is 
lucky to be getting rid of them. 
Kaiisas City 27 Houston/Nash-
ville 9. 
MONDAY NIGHT 
SAN FRANCISCO 49ERS 
@MIAMI DOLPHINS Pick 'em 
game. 
The Monday night matchup 
is first class all the way. Steve Young 
will have an extra day of rest and 
should be ready to go in this one. 
Dan Marino will look to tie or break 
anotherofFran Tarkenton' s records, 
and most importantly, both teams 
need this game to bolster their status 
in their respective divisions. 
This tightly contested_ game 
will reiterate who the defending 
champs are. San Francisco 28 
Miami 17. 
~e'd be 
the same. 
.... . 
-
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Volleyball team heads .to TAAC 
tourney as the number one seed 
O Coach Laura Smith 
hopes it takes only four 
matches for UCF to 
capture yet an'other TAAC 
title and Play In invite. 
by DANIELLE FERNEZ 
Staff writer 
The University of Central Florida's 
volleyball team has finished 
up its regular season and is 
looking forward to the Trans 
America Athletic Confer-
ence tournament, which 
starts this weekend, Novem-
ber 16-18. 
In the Golden 
Knights' final game of the 
regular se-asori~ senior Amy 
Gendreau had I 1. kilJs, three 
aces, and six digs to lead 
UCF to a three-game victory over Jackson-
ville University, 15-1, 15-8, 15-8. 
The other three seniors, Michelle 
Cutright, Tanya Gwinn and captain Emily 
Queisser earh made their final regular sea-
son home game count. Queisser had 34 
assists, while Cutright and Gwinn com-
bined for 18 digs. Cutright also has seven 
kills. The win gave the Golden Knights a 
27-9 record going into this weekend's tour-
'·Atlanta is the sight of our first con-
ference championship four years ago,., 
Coach Laura Smith said. "My four seniors 
were there for that championship and are 
real excic~d about going back." 
Being the number one seed means 
that the Golden Knights will face number 
_six seed Ste.tson, who UCF has already 
defeated twice this season. The tournament 
is double elimination . . 
"Hopefully, it will only take us four 
matches to win," Smith said. "Everything 
is going according to plan. 
Everyone is healthy." 
The Golde.n Knights 
have been undefeated in the 
TAAC for four straight 
years or 41 consecutive 
matches and plan to keep 
the streak alive. 
"We are going to go 
in there and do what we do 
best, win," Smith said. "This 
is a team game and every-
one on this team is ready. We have been 
practicing' strong and things look good." 
Looking ahead, if the Golden Knights 
win the TAAC tournament this weekend, 
they will host the Play In, which decides 
who will play in the NCAA tournamen't. If 
UCF wins the TAAC, the Play In will be 
held on Tuesday, November 2 I at the UCF 
Arena. 
November 16, 1995 
nament. "God willing, we will w_il! the-confer-
UCF finds itself the numberone seed ~nee frtle and have the opportunity to host 
at the TAAC tournament, being hosted by ·the Play In," Smith said. 
Georgia State University in Atlanta, GA. 
photo/STRODE 
UCF's_volleyball team has done ngthing but dominate TAAC opponents. 
The Golden Knights haven't lost in four years. That's 41 consecutive wins. 
photo/HUNT 
UCF point guard Abel Herrera will be battling for time with 
Eric Riggs, a freshman and former Indiana high school star. 
UCF basketball team looks promising 
. . 
despite being in a rebuilding season 
c-(TonyMeji~ 
Welcome to your first dose of 
hoops du jour, where basketball is 
always on the menu. After taking a 
sneak peek on-our Golden Knights 
basketbal1 team, I am pleased to. 
report that the team looks solid and 
could be a significant force in this 
year's T AAC conference race. 
Not even head coach ·Kirk 
Speraw knows what to expect from 
his team but does hope that his 
relatively young squad can gel to-
gether come conference tourney 
time. Returning to lead UCF's 
charge and provide senior leader-
ship are forwards Howard Porter 
and Reid Ketteler, center Chris West 
and point guard Abel Herrera. Por-
ter looks slimmer and more agile 
and has added more spring to his 
step. Ketteler and West have the 
tools to be the horses and gather up 
a11 the boards, something the Knights 
did not do consistently last season. 
Herrera adds his vocal leadership as 
a court general to an unexperienced, 
yet talented guard corps. · .. 
Newcomers will have to.con-
tribute immediately and should have 
a huge impact on the season. Wake 
Forest fransfer Stacey Castle is a 
bonafide ta!ent and will lend stabil- · 
ity to the guard situation when he 
becomes eligible for the December 
17 matchup against Eastern Ken-
tucky . The other JUCO newcomer 
is Harry Kennedy, a 6' 5" swingman 
with a nice shooting touch who could 
gamerupsomeminutesinSperaw's 
scheme. 
The freshman who will catch 
everyone's eye this year is Indiana 
native Eric Riggs, a 6' 1" waterbug 
who can shoot the lights out. Riggs 
has to be considered a real threat to 
win the T AAC' s Newcomer of the 
Year award. Two more freshmen 
who figure into UCF's front court 
plans have the promise to be con-
tributors all four years in the UCF 
program. Davin Granberry, a 6'6" 
man child from Braddock High in 
Miami will definitely be one to 
watch. With experience, he'll be a 
monster in the paint. Brad Tice, 
6'9", from Appleton, Wisconsin, is 
a big body with a nice touch, some-
thing the Knights desperately need. 
Rounding out the roster are sopho-
mores Tony Marlow and David 
Anderson and freshmen Brad Traina 
and Brian Conner. 
"Marlow has made huge 
strides in bis game. He's improved 
in all aspects and looks like he's 
ready fo contribute this year. "He's 
a tremendous defensive player," 
coach Speraw said. "We're looking 
for a defensive stopper this year, 
and Tony could definitely be that 
guy." 
Marlow will be counted on to 
eat up minutes al the 2and the 3. The 
lone representative of the Knights 
on the league's all-academic team 
will be a key factor in the team's 
success this year. 
The conference's lop two 
teams are in UCF's division this 
year as perennial conference lead-
ers, the College of Charleston Cou-
gars and local rivals the Stetson 
Hatters are a consensus 1-2 in the 
pr~eason polls. The Cougars are 
led by junior center Thad Delaney, 
while the Hatters rely on their dy-
namic duo of Jason Alexander and 
Kerry Blackshear for most of their 
offensive production. 
Rounding out the T AAC East 
are UCF, Campbell, Florida Inter-
national, and Florida Atlantic. The 
TAAC West is comprised of 
Samford, Mercer, Southeastern 
Louisiana, Georgia sr~1te. Centenary 
and T AAC newcomer Jacksonville 
State. The season gets underway 
Monday at the UCF Arena versus 
Palm Beach Atlantic. In further edi-
tions I'll be previewing the rest of 
the college basketball season as we! I 
as looking into the NBA, so keep 
your eyes peeled and your hands up. 
Otherwise, you're liable to get 
dunked on. 
Tony will be writing a weekly 
column on the NBA, col/.ege bas- · 
ketball and UCF hoops as well 
•1 
